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Introduction
• Breaking waves are associated with high energy transfer rates and turbulence levels and can create
tremendous loads when impacting on a structure.
• Understanding of the wave breaking process is of major interest in coastal and offshore engineering research.
• Point of breaking inception is important, e.g. for breaking wave impact studies, as well as the detection of
breaking waves in a sea state for physical oceanography studies.
• Phase Time Method (PTM), proposed by Huang et al. (1992), was first applied by Zimmermann & Seymour
(2002) for breaking wave detection in laboratory generated random deep water wave fields and later applied
by Irschik et al. (2011) for determining the point of breaking inception in a flume.
• Results are promising, but threshold based approach still slightly ambiguous and lacks general validity.
• A new pattern detection approach to interpret PTM data for breaking wave detection will be proposed.
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Phase Time Method (PTM) – theoretical background
Ø Time variant (instantaneous) frequency and amplitude
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Phase Time Method (PTM) – theoretical background
Ø Example: 1st and 2nd order Stokes wave
H = 1.5 m; T = 5 s; d = 5 m
Stokes 1st order

Stokes 2nd order
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Phase Time Method (PTM) – theoretical background
Ø Example: Shoaling breaking wave – model set-up
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Phase Time Method (PTM) – theoretical background
Ø Example: Shoaling breaking wave – results
H = 1.5 m; T = 5 s; d = 4.1 m; tan(α) = 1:10
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PTM breaking detection – origin
Ø Zimmermann & Seymour (2002)

long crested deep water
random waves

Wave direction
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PTM breaking detection – origin
Ø Zimmermann & Seymour (2002)
ηt = 0.38 Hs
ft = 3 rad/s ≈ 0.48 Hz
ηt
ft
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PTM breaking detection – origin
Ø Irschik et al. (2011)

Irschik, K., Schimmels, S., Oumeraci, H., 2011. Breaking criteria for laboratory experiments based on the Phase-Time Method (PTM), Coastal Engineering Proceedings, 1(32), waves.6.
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PTM breaking detection – origin
Ø Irschik et al. (2011)
• focused wave packages (no need for ηt)
• ft ≈ 0.6 – 0.7 Hz
• also applicable to shoaling breaking waves

Irschik, K., Schimmels, S., Oumeraci, H., 2011. Breaking criteria for laboratory experiments based on the Phase-Time Method (PTM), Coastal Engineering Proceedings, 1(32), waves.6.
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PTM breaking detection – origin
Ø Conclusions
Only highest waves actually break

• Threshold based approach works well for the
detection of point of incipient breaking for focused
wave groups and regular waves on a slope.
(However, still ambiguity of “exact” threshold, ft )

• For breaking wave detection in a random wave field
(identification of breaking waves in a time series)
difficulty in determination of f0 and general
difficulty in definition of ft . Suggested values are far
too low for very steep non-breaking waves.

ft = 1.0 Hz
ft = 0.5 Hz

===> New approach  Pattern detection
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Breaking wave detection with PTM revisited
Ø Introduction
• Breaking waves show a typical pattern in the
instantaneous frequency with a very quick rise of
frequency followed by a rapid, smooth decay.

• Steep but non-breaking waves also have high inst.
frequency (due to high nonlinearity), but do not
show this pattern.

• Breaking waves can be detected by finding the
typical pattern in frequency signal.

• Typical pattern always occurs at front of wave crest
due to formation of the “bulge”, i.e. frequency signal
can be enhanced to improve pattern detection.
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Breaking wave detection with PTM revisited
Ø Methodology
• Determine f(t) from η(t)
• Set f(t) = 0 where η(t) < 0 (wave trough)
• Multiply f(t) with η2(t) ==> fenh.(t) = f(t) ·η2(t)
• Use Wavelet analysis to find pattern in fenh.(t)
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Breaking wave detection with PTM revisited
Ø From pattern to Wavelet
• The pattern to detect is arbitrary as long as it approximates the shape to be detected.
• Maximum should be centered for well defined detection.
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Breaking wave detection with PTM revisited
Ø Pattern detection with Wavelet analysis 1/3
Breaking wave

Breaking wave
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Breaking wave detection with PTM revisited
Ø Pattern detection with Wavelet analysis 2/3
Only highest waves break
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Breaking wave detection with PTM revisited
Ø Pattern detection with Wavelet analysis 3/3
Only highest waves break

Only highest waves break
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Breaking wave detection with PTM revisited

WG 3

Ø Validation example 1
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Breaking wave detection with PTM revisited
Ø Validation example 2
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Conclusions
• PTM provides instantaneous frequency f(t) (and amplitude) of a time signal.
• The frequency signal can be used to detect breaking waves as f(t) increases at the wave crest front.
• Threshold based method can be used to determine point of incipient breaking, but difficulty in defining mean
frequency f0 to be subtracted from f(t) for random waves and slight ambiguity in definition of threshold f t.
• Very steep but non-breaking waves also show high f(t) (due to high nonlinearity), i.e. threshold based method
will overestimate number of breaking events.
• A typical pattern with a very quick rise of frequency followed by a rapid, smooth decay was found in f(t) for
breaking waves and the new suggested method based on detection of this pattern was shown to work well
for different examples where threshold based method would have failed.
• Further research is needed to check general validity of the new approach and to further investigate different
patterns and their potential link to different breaker types and stages of breaking.
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